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Body

Presolicitation (original): Procurement of Intent to award to txbeg geoh2 consortium

This is a pre-solicitation notice of the u.s. department of energy (doe) office of headquarters procurement services (ma-64) intents to proceed with a sole source acquisition pursuant to far 13.501(a) as there is only one responsible source that can provide the required services. ma-64 intends to solicit and negotiate with the university of texas at austin through the bureau of economic geology’s (txbeg) geoh2 consortium, in accordance with 41 u.s.c.1901 or the authority of 41 u.s.c.1903. The anticipated contract period of performance is two (2) years. This notice is being provided pursuant to far subparts 13.105, 5.203(a) and 5.204. this proposed action is for two-year membership to the txbegs geoh2 consortium (geoh2), a multi-disciplinary research program which brings together participants

Service Code: B517 - special studies/analysis- geological

NAICS Code: 611310 - colleges, universities, and professional schools

Major organization: ENERGY, DEPARTMENT OF

Address: Independence Ave Sw
Washington, DC 20585

Country: United States

Email: Ryan.Miller@hq.doe.gov

Address: Austin, TX 78712 USA

Tender notice number: 89303022PFE000075

Notice type: Prequalification
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Open date: 2021-11-18

Tender documents: T467075290.html 2021 Al Bawaba (Albawaba.com)
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Language: ENGLISH

Publication-Type: Web Publication

Journal Code: 193

Subject: PURCHASING & PROCUREMENT (91%); ENERGY DEPARTMENTS (90%); GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT (90%); TENDER NOTICES (90%); US FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (90%); CONTRACTS & BIDS (78%); GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS (75%); GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS (70%)

Industry: EDUCATIONAL SERVICES (90%); ENERGY DEPARTMENTS (90%); PRESS AGENCY RELEASES (90%); GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS (70%)

Geographic: AUSTIN, TX, USA (92%); TEXAS, USA (92%); DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, USA (79%); UNITED STATES (91%)
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